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Photobook01 

Today the unorthodox annual report is in several respects a substitute for the pioneering post-war 

company photobook in the Netherlands. For example, the report from the George Gund 

Foundation, People Working (1995), with photographs by Lee Friedlander, is illustrative of high quality 

printing and design. Intrusive images are selected showing the diversity of people at work in 

Cleveland, Ohio. The annual report contains 49 square photographs, printed in blocks of four or 

individually on a page. This photo essay was created at the beginning of the Internet era and 

commissioned by the George Gund Foundation in order to demonstrate the involvement of the 

foundation in supporting the economic vitality of Ohio. Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam. 

 

 

Photobook02 

Since 1993, Hassink’s work has focused on exploring, analyzing, and representing economic power. 

Her first project related to this topic was The Table of Power (1996). The publication is considered 

innovative for the iconography of ‘work’ as photographically documented in book form. This project 

– and subsequently the entire oeuvre of Jacqueline Hassink – is illustrative of the fusion between 

practice-based research and documentary photography. Systematic research is a fundamental part of 

her photographic practice and focuses on the categorizing of public and private (work) spaces. 

Hassink’s focus is neither on the employees, nor a single company in particular. Collection: Bart 

Sorgedrager, Amsterdam. 

 

 

Photobook03 

One of the main protagonists in Europe of this documentary practice is Hans-Peter Feldmann. 

Between autumn 1996 and spring 1997 Feldmann took photographs in the departments and areas 

supplied by the Austrian power company EVN. This commissioned work resulted in a photobook 

documenting the production, distribution, and consumption of electricity in southern Austria. In 

successive chapters dealing with waterpower and fossil energy plants, high voltage cables, public 

utilities, and industries are recorded. This epic story on a regional history of labor entails the shift 

from ‘nature’ to ‘culture’ by means of manual work. The subtitle of this company photobook clarifies 

the systematic archival approach: ‘Attempt at a photographic inventory, including the climate, the 

landscape, the areas, the cities’. The sober registration and quasi-random layout of images reminds 

one of the archiving procedures of found photography in the early issues of OHIO. Ein Photomagazin, 

co-founded by Hans-Peter Feldmann. A landmark of all photobooks prepared by Feldmann is the 

absence of a textual contribution. Ein Energieunternehmen (1997) [An Enegry Campony], for example, 

contains only an index with numbered captions. Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam. 
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Photobook 04 

Het telefoonboek van Ben  [The Thelephone Book of Ben](1999) produced by KesselsKramer is based on 

the concept of ‘encounters’ between working people in everyday life and those from the creative 

industry. Photographers Celine van Balen, Anuschka Blommers, Morad Bouchakour, Koos Breukel, 

Niels Schumm and others made a total of nearly 400 portraits of, among others, farmers, Ben staff, 

students, writers, scientists, visual artists, and photographers. Mostly young people, representing 

various cultures, are the target group of the new telephone provider in the late 1990s. Each new 

subscriber received a free copy of the publication, until the print run of 100,000 copies had been 

distributed. All black and white photographs in this publication are printed full-page and on the kind 

of paper and size of a phonebook. Respectively, name, age, occupation, and residence are mentioned 

on the top of the page in line with the page numbering. Short and substantially longer texts (printed 

in black or white or in white text blocks overlapping the photograph) contain personal opinions and 

more philosophical considerations of the person portrayed: an open dialogue on the value, use, and 

future of mobile telephony. Four different covers have been produced; together they suggest a face. 

Collection: Erik Kessels, Amsterdam. 

 

Photobook05 

Based on the idea of a company as a ‘family’ that is day-in-day-out available for different generations 

and cultures, but also for other companies and sports clubs, Migros commissioned in 2000 more than 

50 Swiss artists, including Fischli/Weiss, Olivier Richon, and Beat Streuli, to photograph trivial, 

symbolic, and abstract aspects of their family life as illustrations for its annual report. Get Your Family! 

53 Schweizer Künstler zeigen ihre - Familie (2000) is not only the separate photographically illustrated 

appendix for the Migros annual report of the millennium, but also the catalog for the exhibition with 

the same name, which was shown in autumn 2001 in the Migros Museum in Zürich. Collection: 

Mirelle Thijsen/IPhoR, Amsterdam. 
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Photobook06 

Office /Kontor (2002), Lars Tunbjörk examines the increasingly constructed nature of the corporate 

world during the late 1990s. The era of the heroics of work as a photogenic subject has come to an 

end. In the direction previously suggested by Lee Friedlander, there is a sober and thorough visual 

investigation of awkward workspaces and peculiar human behavior within software companies, banks, 

stockbrokers, computer companies, and car manufactures in Europe, the U.S., and Japan. The 

photographer focuses on ordinary details and banal aspects of the corporate environment. Apart 

from a short biography of Lars Tunbjörk and a three line spiritual poem, the book is without text. 

The clinically looking numbered list of titles is printed on a plate in a debossed back cover. Each title 

refers to factual information: the type of company, city, and year. Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, 

Amsterdam. 

 

 

Photobook08 

A striking example of a graphic display of the photographed company structure is the color scheme 

on zigzag folded pages that Irma Boom designed for Mindscapes (2003) with photographs by 

Jacqueline Hassink. The schedules, each referring to the major continents that are subjects in the 

book, are glued to the inside of the front and back cover. In this color scheme Boom made an 

inventory and classification of public and private spaces seen through the eyes of employees from the 

higher echelons of multinationals in Japan and the United States. Collection: Mirelle Thijsen/IPhoR, 

Amsterdam. 

 

 

Photobook09 

On the last page of the book 100% Cashmere (2003) by the Finnish photographer Esko Männikkö, the 

employees of Ballantyne Cashmere, wool producer in Scotland, are listed in an alphabetical index. 

Lengths of service and job title of the wool workers are noted in this commissioned bilingual 

publication. Männikkö portrayed individual employees in all modesty and dedicated to their work. 

Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam. 
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Photobook10 

In 2002, Migros produced an annual report, which has many features of a landmark documentary 

photobook. Three-quarters of the report consists of a frontal portrait of individual pig farmers, tea 

pickers, fishermen, and supervisors, which are printed full page in an unconstrained layout so that 

everyone can identify with the company and its products: organic vegetables from Nijar, Max 

Havelaar tea from Sri Lanka, and pork meat from Ticino in Switzerland. Indian children in school 

uniform, residing in the Migros k.i.d.s. school in Tirupur, have tried to imagine and visualize the 

products from the Migros supermarkets. They pose with the colored clay products in front of the 

camera. Collection: Mirelle Thijsen/IPhoR, Amsterdam. 

 

 

Photobook11 

Insinger de Beaufort in Amsterdam published an annual review entitled Reset // (2002) with portraits 

by the South African photographers duo Adam Broomberg and Oliver Chanarin. Insinger de Beaufort 

has a tradition of well-designed reports in the form of a photobook in which the topic of ‘work’ is 

the central issue. Previously Maarten Corbijn (2000) and Henk Wildschut (2001) produced reports 

for a conscientious banker from Amsterdam focusing on new ways of thinking, human processes, and 

universal lessons. In Reset // Mount Etna functions as a metaphor for economic opportunities in a 

changing world. Broomberg and Chanarin photographed the people of Mount Etna in Sicily including 

the mayor, a wine producer, a restaurant owner, and a honey producer. The risk of relapse in their 

life and the relationship with the volcano is described in interviews with these people. The personal 

stories are included in an appendix at the back of the trilingual edition printed on matt yellow paper, 

which also serves as a photo index. Collection: Insinger de Beaufort, Amsterdam/BNP, Paris. 

 

 

Photobook12 

In an unusual and creative manner, the company NEROC‘VGM published a series of books, 

contained in transparent slipcases, and produced under the subtitle ‘meetings’. Hans Eijkelboom – A 

meeting on the street (2004) is the first edition in this series of publications based on a series of 

creative partnerships with artists from different disciplines. The communications agency 

KesselsKramer in Amsterdam was responsible for the concept and production. NEROC‘VGM is a 

marketing and digital communications production company and provides brochures and campaigns 

among supermarkets and department stores, in addition to ads for newspapers and prepress 

fulfillment. A meeting on the street is not an ad but a book inspired by the campaigns NEROC‘VGM 

produced for Diesel and Nike and the brochures for Hünker Möller. Encounters between people are 

central to these campaigns. Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam. 
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Photobook15 

In the KPN Annual Report (2006), based on a series of picture pairs by WassinkLundgren and 

provocative questions, it is made clear that sustainability is not only a task of large companies, but 

also concerns the men and women who are employed by multinationals. The sustainability report of 

KPN is intended for employees of the company; for environmental considerations, it is only available 

in electronic form on the Internet. Propositions, supported by photographs, remind the employee 

that his/her individual contribution to the climate-neutral society is important and that the problem 

cannot be passed on to others. There is a picture of Ruben Lundgren showing the photographer 

hanging up a life-size picture of himself on a wall. The proposition with the first photograph reads: 

‘You agree that gifts should be distributed fairly’. The text accompanying the second photograph 

reads: ‘But what if a business relationship offers you a long weekend in New York?’ Like in Empty 

Bottles, the Dutch photographers’ couple makes the logical and clear choice to use for their 

professional work whatever is available. The photo pairs are printed on postcards which fit into a 

purse or wallet. Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam. 

 

 

Photobook16 

Remarkable is the inclusion of the personal and statistical data Rob Hornstra has compiled in the 

photo index of Roots of the Rúntur (2006). This book is a social documentary on the changes caused 

by mass production in the fishing industry in Iceland and the major consequences for the country and 

its people. Among the Icelandic youth leaving from the desolate fishing villages in large numbers, a 

tour around the village (rúntur) in a sport car provides entertainment and a way of socializing for 

them. In the back of this self-published photobook, the index with black-and-white photographs the 

size of thumbnails shows spreads printed on grey paper. Name, age, a short personal history, and the 

individual leisure activities of, mostly, immigrants employed in fish processing plants on Iceland are 

mentioned. Furthermore the captions provide information about the size of the population in fishing 

villages on Iceland and the measure of evacuated sheds and abandoned factories in the fishing 

industry. Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam. 
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Photobook17 

A’DAM DOC.k (2006), with photographs by Henk Wildschut and Raimond Wouda, opens with a 

photo-index on two spreads, reflecting the contributions by both photographers. In this case the 

images are number coded, in black-and-white and also printed on matt paper. A thin black graphic 

line drawn around the images indicates the amount of white space used in the layout of the pages. 

Overlapping images and lines refer to the sequencing of photographs printed on a spread. In this case 

the number coding of the photographs refers to the documentation system of the Municipal Archive 

in Amsterdam. The acquisition of the photographs took place in 2006. Wouda and Wildschut, 

commissioned by the Amsterdams Fund for the Arts, made 63 photographs in total of the 

Amsterdam harbour works, motor vessels, docks, and transshipment centers including Shipdock and 

Amsterdam Fertilizer. The chronological order of the visual narrative is switched around in the 

photo-index: first the portraits of muscular workers photographed by Wildschut are presented, 

followed by industrial landscapes of the shipyards documented by Wouda. Collection: Bart 

Sorgedrager, Amsterdam. 

 

 

Photobook18 

Following the Swiss supermarket chain Migros; The Royal Mail Group has depicted the company as a 

community of people, as a family. The employees themselves photograph especially its service – the 

daily round and sorting of mail in the United Kingdom. Unseen UK (2006) is a photobook in oblong 

format, a portrait of rural England through the eyes of postmen. From 20,000 photographs that were 

made with a disposable camera in the summer of 2005, professional photographer and maker of 

remarkable author-photographer books, Stephen Gill selected more than 200 amateur photographs 

of various intimate and trivial moments in the daily life of the postman, without depicting cliché 

images of life in England. It reflects vernacular and family photography more than an artistic visual 

representation of stereotypical England. The name of the photographer, place, and county are 

mentioned in each caption. The management of the Royal Mail did not intervene in the final selection. 

Small series on the bright red Royal Mail car heading through the pastoral landscape and dogs striking 

behind garden gates alternate with full-page photographs of tiny post offices or scenes of leisure in 

rural England printed on a double-page spread. The book can be read as a day in the life of a postman 

and starts at four a.m. with full racks of mail to be sorted in bags and ends with a night recording of 

some marten poking around in a garden in Cornwall. Shown on the inside cover are handwritten 

notes on the submitted photographic contributions of Royal Mail staff to the book. What makes this 

edition particularly special is that the profit from sales of the book are intended for financial aid to 

home care (Help the Hospices) in the United Kingdom. Collection: Mirelle Thijsen/IPhoR, 

Amsterdam. 
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Photobook20 

Another notable variation on the representation of ‘work’, and in particular ‘self-employment’ in 

contemporary books is Empty Bottles (2007) by the Dutch photographers duo WassinkLundgren. 

While in most cases, what is depicted in this category of photobooks are images of people working, 

actively taking part in the workforce. In this case, the documentation of recycling, as a strategy for 

survival, is the main issue. What is photographed is a way to survive in a country that tries rapidly to 

become a capitalist superpower, with all the consequences involved. Empty Bottles stands out because 

of its design, imagery and book-technical implementation (a collection of glossy photo pages, sewn 

together - without a cover). The scenes are directed in front of the technical camera. The 

photographers have positioned empty plastic bottles –one particular photograph, the fourth picture, 

shows a plastic tray – in carefully chosen locations in Shanghai and Beijing. At the time the employer 

of the municipal cleaning service, or a citizen desperately in need of hard deposit, scavenges the 

bottle, the moment is recorded. In 2007 the self-published edition was crowned as ‘best 

contemporary photobook’ during the photo festival Rencontres Internationales de la Photographie 

(RIP) in Arles. Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam. 

 

 

Photobook21 

In Bureaucratics (2008) photographs are grouped per country. For a five-year period historian and 

professional photographer Jan Banning portrayed civil servants in their offices seated behind their 

desks. The photographs offer insight into cultural differences and symbols of government service in 

eight countries. The portraits are consistently taken from a frontal perspective, sometimes with a 

view to an area behind the office. In several cases, the position of the camera is to the left of the 

official. The lack of transparency 

in government service may be considered a universal standard. All kinds of paraphernalia in these 

photographs – on the wall, and desks adorned with telephones, nameplates and personal items – 

suggest that there is no standard for human behavior. Bureaucratics is published in the series ‘New 

Typologies’ of Nazraeli Press, curated by Martin Parr. Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam. 
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Photobook22 

Bart Sorgedrager’s company photobook De Unileverfabrieken in Delft, Loosdrecht en Vlaardigen (2008) 

is, in terms of design, book technical implementation and research methodology, similar to that of De 

Ritmeester 1887-2005. The three hardback volumes contained in a slipcase are designed by Piet 

Gerards. The books were published following the closure of the Calvé plants in Vlaardingen, Delft 

and Loosdrecht. The design reflects what is known as ‘system typography’. In commemoration of the 

three Unilever factories that have been closed in 2008, 1.500 books were given to the employees; 

each person received one copy of the factory they worked in, on the last day of work. Collection: 

Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam. 
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Photobook23  

Natlab 

Publisher: Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium 

Year of publication: 1989 

Binding: paperback 

Size: 225x225mm 

Number of pages: 68 

Number of illustrations: 74 black & white 

Type of illustrations: photo reportage, company profile 

Type of reproduction: offset  

Printer: Eindhoven druk BV 

Photography: Ed van der Elsken 

Design: Jelle van der Velde 

Text: Directie Natuurkundig Laboratorium 

Type: company photobook (75 years anniversary) 

Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam 

 

To contemporary photographers, the impossible task is to document people in an over organised 
working environment and within a corporate culture defined by codes of conduct and dress code. 
Natlab (1989) illustrates that change and challenge in the late 1980s. Ed van der Elsken photographed 
people in their work environment at the physics laboratory of Philips in Eindhoven. The reportage 
lacks the characteristic of Van der Elsken’s signature: no engagement, as expressed in dynamic grainy 
pictures of the marginalized of society, but within the sphere of a politically correct image of office 
life.  
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Photobook24 

Salto Mortale (1911-96)   

Publisher: Basalt & d’Arts 

Year of publication: 1998 

Binding: hard bound cover (with black ribbon) 

Size: 233x170mm 

Number of pages: 240 

Number of illustrations: 126 black & white, 10 color 

Type of illustrations: amateur-photography, early aviation photography  

Type of reproduction: offset  

Printer: Mart.Spruijt bv, Amsterdam 

Photography: Archive Fokker Heritage Trust 

Design: Willem van Zoetendaal 

Text: Sytze van Zee (interviews)  

Type: commemoration book (80 years anniversary)  

Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam 

 

Salto Mortale (1911-95) appeared in 1998 following the closure of Fokker. This publication is not 
about people at work; documentary recordings showing facets of the production process from a lost 
industry are even in short supply. What is more, this is not an example of commissioned 
photography. Historical photographs, partly amateur photography, selected exclusively on the basis 
of formal-aesthetic qualities from the company archive are carrying the storyline. The pictures of hull 
constructions, tail surfaces, rotary engines and wing ribs are elevated to ‘high art’.   
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Photobook25 

Schiphol Stad. Fata morgana zonder prestige. Tien jaar werken aan Schiphol  

Publisher: Crouwel Architecten BV, NACO Netherlands Airport Consultants BV 

Year of publication: 1998 

Binding: hard bound cover  

Size: 300x200mm 

Number of pages: 48 

Number of illustrations: 52 color 

Type of illustrations: new documentary  

Type of reproduction: offset  

Print run: 500 

Printer: Drukkerij Rosbeek, Nuth 

Photography: Jannes Linders 

Design: Reynoud Homan 

Text: Max van Rooy 

Type: documentary photobook 

Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam 

 

Schiphol City. Fata morgana without prestige. Ten years of work on Schiphol (1998) with photographs by 
Jannes Linders is a photobook pur sang. The inner works contains full-page documentary 
photography in color, recording people and globalisation as well as the complexity of an international 
airport. The text is diverted to the inside of the cover. 'A modest publication of 48 pages with full 
bleed images [...]. Schiphol photographed in a way that is not obvious. No imposing architecture or 
aircraft rhetoric, but everyday scenes of people, movements and transportation. The photo 
reportage refers to urban complexity.' From: Rens Holslag, Jaap van Triest, Business Book in image 
(Lecturis documentary 28), 2011, 38. 
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Photobook26 

Mensenstroom 

Publisher: self-published 

Year of publication: 1997 

Binding: hard bound cover (spiral) in slipcase 

Size: 233x240mm 

Number of pages: 144 

Number of illustrations: 98 color 

Type of illustrations: new documentary, portrait photography 

Type of reproduction: offset  

Print run: 1000 

Printer: Veenman Drukkers, Veenendaal 

Photography: Bart Sorgedrager 

Design: Vormgeversassociatie (Wouter Botman, Jenny van Driel)  

Text: Wim Wennekes 

Type: documentary photobook, company photobook 

Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam 

 
Starting with a documentary photo series commissioned by the Province of Noord-Holland on the 
CSM sugar refinery in Halfweg the photographer dedicated himself to this practice-based research 
since 1992 almost exclusively documenting factories in the Netherlands, just before their closure as a 
consequence of outsourcing. The books are both commissioned and self-published, and ultimately a 
farewell gift for the employees, handed out on their last day of work. mensenstroom (1997), following 
the closure of the nuclear plant Dodewaard, is the most renowned example, and has become an 
antiquarian item. In the light of global developments and assessing social phenomena, the 
photographer is in particular compelled by the phenomenon of outsourcing. Sorgedrager: ‘By 
documenting a company before it is wound up, I try to, by enlarging that moment of closure, to 
capture a long process, namely the development that the Netherlands – something that applies to 
the entire western world – is becoming a world of factories without chimneys’.  
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photobook27 

KPN 1994  

Publisher: KPN, The Hague 

Year of publication: 1994 

Binding: paperback 

Size: 298x210mm 

Number of pages: 80 

Number of illustrations: 19 black & white; 3 color (folding pages) 

Type of illustrations: new documentary, portrait photography, close-ups 

Type of reproduction: offset  

Printer: Drukkerij Plantijn bv, Capelle aan den IJssel 

Photography: Andreas Gursky, Bert Verhoeff 

Design: Bureau Mijksenaar, Amsterdam 

Text: W. Dik, J. Groenendijk (forword) 

Type: annual report  

Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam 

 

More occasional in nature is the assignment by KPN to the German photographer Andreas Gursky 
and the Dutch photo-journalist Bert Verhoeff providing the visual support of KPN 1994 annual 
report. A remarkable aspect to this publication is that this is the first annual report of the Dutch 
business community illustrated with commissioned photography by an internationally renowned 
photographer. For this annual report, Andreas Gursky made monumental overviews of an expedition 
junction, the stock exchange floor in Amsterdam and PTT Telecom at Schiphol. All three large scale 
photographs are reproduced on folding pages in the annual report.  
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Photobook28 

Ferrari 

Publisher: Ferrari S.p.A. 

Year of publication: 2002 

Binding: paperback 

Size: 245x195mm 

Number of pages: 140 

Number of illustrations: 7 black & white (technical drawings); 91 color   

Type of illustrations: industrial photography (Ferrari engines 1947-2002) 

Type of reproduction: offset  

Printer: Rosbeek, Nuth 

Photography: Ferraro Documentation Center, Maranello 

Design: Irma Boom 

Text: Gianni Rogliatti 

Type: sample book 

Collection: Hans Gremmen, Amsterdam 

 

‘Speed. I got an email from Ferrari Sportcars about a book I had designed which they had seen at the 
Venice Biennal. At first I could not believe it, I thought this email was spam! But I replied and the 
next day I was on my way to Maranello. I flew to Bologna. At the airport a nice blue metallic Modena 
360 was waiting for me. The driver asked me ‘fast or slow’.  “Fast” I said and we flew to Maranello! A 
commission for Maserati followed’.  From: Irma Boom: Biography in Books. Books in reverse chronological 
order 2010-1986. With comments here and there. 704 pages, 450 images. Design Irma Boom, 
Amsterdam (cat. University of Amsterdam) 2010, 370.  
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Photobook 29 

Interpolis  

Publisher: Interpolis, Tilburg 

Year of publication: 2006 

Binding: hard bound cassette ( hand glewed accordion fold) 

Size: 306x434mm 

Number of pages: 2 x 12 

Number of illustrations: 19 color 

Type of illustrations: new documentary interior/exterior, office space 

Type of reproduction: offset  

Print run: 500 

Printer: Drukkerij Rosbeek, Nuth 

Photography: Frank van der Salm 

Design: Oranjeboven, Den Bosch 

Text: [Hans Meijs] (introduction) 

Type: company photobook 

Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam 

 
'Interpolis commissioned Frank van der Salm to make a corporate gift. It is well designed by studio 
Oranje Boven in Den Bosch: a robust accordion fold in a slipcase containing twenty photoworks 
without text. […]. The pictures are made under various lighting conditions; during the day, light at 
dusk and at night. Van der Salm has concentrated on the interior, the exterior, the location of the 
enterprise, and has chosen not to photograph the employees. […] The insurance company was not 
interested in a traditional reporting of her pursuits or photographs of responsible and devoted 
employees, but in a photographer or artist who could translate the abstract nature of insurance 
work  to autonomous, be it abstract, museal images of the architecture. [Photographs which] radiate 
efficiency, perfection, quality consciousness and artistry  – values that fit the image of an insurer'. 
From: B. Sorgedrager, ‘De schoorsteen moe(s)t roken’, B. Sorgedrager, F. Bool (ed.), Reader 
fotografie & industrie (lectoraat fotografie AKV/St. Joost) Breda 2000, 12-13. 
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Photobook30 

How Terry Likes his Coffee  

Publisher: self-published 

Year of publication: 2010 / 2012 

Binding: hard bound cover (oblong) 

Size: 305x205mm 

Number of pages: 80 

Number of illustrations: 62 color 

Type of illustrations: doodles, new documentary (office life, landscape) 

Type of reproduction: offset  

Print run: 500 (hand numbered by the author), 1000 (second edition) 

Printer: Drukkerij Mart Spruijt, Amsterdam 

Photography: Florian van Roekel 

Design: SYB, The Hague (and editing) 

Type: documentary photobook 

Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam 
 

‘My work revolves about the way we experience everyday life and how that affects the way we deal 
with each other. My images are documents, taken from a candid reality. But what they really seem to 
document is the way our perception of the world around has been colored by years of media input. 
The series How Terry Likes his Coffee is the result of a fifteen months exploration of five different 
offices throughout the Netherlands. The book narrates the feeling of being disconnected from your 
daily surroundings, but at the same time longing for a real personal connection with another human 
being. I suggest that office culture and our society as a whole are preoccupied with a rational way of 
interpreting.’ Artist statement by Florian van Roekel (2010). 
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Photobook31 

Parrjective Style hunting in Istanbul 

Publisher: Mavi Jeans, Istanbul 

Year of publication: 2006 

Binding: hard bound cover with obi  

Size: 320x246mm 

Number of pages: 132 

Number of illustrations: 100 color 

Type of illustrations: new documentary, portrait photography 

Type of reproduction: offset  

Print run: 1500 

Printer: Mas Matbaacihk A.S., Istanbul  

Photography: Martin Parr 

Design: Essen Karol 

Text: Izzeddin Calislar 

Type: commemoration book (15 years anniversary) 

Collection: Bart Sorgedrager, Amsterdam 

 
‘A common assumption is that all eyes see the same things: Shapes, depths, colors etc. Yet certain 
eyes see things in a different way. Their perspective is unique. Martin Parr is one of ‘those eyes’. His 
perspective cannot be classified as objective or subjective. His photographs surpass the boundaries 
set by these two fundamental concepts. He’s one of the ones who enables global communication 
through his subjectivity. The pictures in this book are not just photographs. Each one of them is a 
Martin Parr photograph. Taken with a ‘Parrjective’ perspective. […] Now in 2006, with its 
Mediterranean fashion brand, Mavi unites style setters over the world. As a gift to its birth city, Mavi 
presents Istanbul through a set of special eyes. From: [direction Mavi], ‘Parrjective. Style Hunting in 
Istanbul’, Parrjective. Style Hunting in Istanbul, 2006, 7.  
 

 

 

 


